From Honeywell Building Technologies

Combining cloud-based solutions, innovative software, and our longstanding domain expertise, Honeywell Building Technologies helps you and your customers make faster, better, and more valuable decisions. As a global leader at the forefront of the Buildings Internet of Things revolution, Honeywell offers a wide range of connected building management solutions that improve safety, increase energy efficiency, and extend equipment life.

Honeywell Outcome Based Service

Outcomes-Based Service provides a new perspective on how you approach facility management. Honeywell’s Outcome Based Service predetermines performance targets and outcomes, helping to prioritize projects by aligning with your and your customers’ goals. Honeywell’s Outcome Based Service combines Predictive Maintenance and Cloud Analytics to achieve these outcomes.

Outcome-Based Outcome-Based Service

- PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
- AND
- CLOUD ANALYTICS

Vector

Occupant App

- IMPROVING OCCUPANT EXPERIENCES

The Vector Occupant App integrates with core building functions, including access and comfort control, to give users more control over workplace and security. Thanks to mobile technologies, many companies now use only 50% of their building space. Vector Space Sense uses connected technologies to help managers and real estate personnel understand where, when, and how spaces are used at any given time. They can then make evidence-based decisions to avoid overpaying for unneeded space.

Action Management App

- MOBILE ACCESS FOR FACILITY TEAMS

The Action Management App lets building managers, supervisors, and engineering staff view real-time facility performance data and alerts right on their mobile devices — anytime, anywhere — so they can make better-informed decisions and quickly respond to issues.

LCBS Connect

- LIGHT COMMERCIAL BUILDING SOLUTIONS

LCBS Connect brings cloud connectivity to HVAC system control of light commercial buildings for proactive monitoring and diagnostics. A scalable solution with unmatched simplicity, LCBS Connect offers plug-and-play installation and can also be used to connect multiple buildings at the enterprise level.

Better Building Performance

- USING DATA FOR PREDICTIVE INSIGHTS

Honeywell’s software solutions generate revenue for building owners through three core values:

1. Reduce operational costs, by optimizing systems & resources
2. Create safer, more comfortable places for people to live and work
3. Increase the overall lifespan of building equipment

Honeywell knows buildings, and we know data, so it only makes sense that Honeywell is leading the way in connected innovations that improve building performance. Our software solutions are ready to help you learn more about putting Honeywell Software Cloud Solutions to work for you and your customers.